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SUMMARY

The DECCMA project engaged stakeholders from the state-level in discussions on governance

issues related to Climate Change vulnerability and adaptation. On 20th October, 2016 national-

level representatives of government agencies, environment-related non-governmental

organisations, development partners and research converged at the Kofi-Annan Centre for ICT

and Excellence to participate in the stakeholder workshop organized by the DECCMA Project.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The objective of the meeting was to bring together national level stakeholders for the purpose of

assessing legal instruments and policies bordering on governance of climate related issues and

initiatives toward successful adaptation. The meeting was also meant to give prominence to the

DECCMA project introducing it to relevant state-level stakeholders and to solicit their support

and collaboration.

KEY OUTCOMES OF THE MEETINGS

To facilitate optimum participation and contribution by relevant stakeholders as stated in the

aims and objectives participants were put into four main thematic groups. The themes for the

various groups included: Natural Resource Management and Ecosystem Protection, Climate

Change Adaptation, Disaster Management, and Migration, Resettlement and Human Rights. The

issues discussed related to the existence and implantation of laws and policies for regulating the

human-environment interaction.

NUMBER OF INVITEES AND ATTENDEES

The workshop was attended by thirty-four (34) invited participants comprising twenty-four (24)

males and ten (10) females drawn from academia, ministries, government agencies and non-

governmental organisations.

AGENDA

The main highlights of the agenda focused on, the Barriers to Policy Implementation and

Successful Adaptation Surveys and also discussions to validate the document produced by the

DECCMA Project on Governance in Ghana. There was a also video show on each day on the use
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of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to monitor population vulnerability to environmental and its

implication for creating community awareness towards adaptation.

EVALUATION & CONCLUSION

Participants assessed the workshop for organization and utility. In all, participants were pleased

with the levels of interaction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Large tracts of land at low elevation make deltas vulnerable to sea-level rise and other climate

change effects. Deltas have some of the highest population densities in the world: in total with

500 million, often poor, residents. The adaptive strategies available to delta residents (e.g.

disaster risk reduction, land use management or polders) may not be adequate to cope with

pervasive, systematic, or changes associated with climate change. Hence large movements of

deltaic people are often projected under climate change.

The Deltas, vulnerability and Climate Change: Migration and Adaptation (DECCMA) Project is

a 5-year project, including applied research on the adaptation options, limits and potential in

deltaic environments to current weather variability and extremes, as well as climate change. The

DECCMA project will analyse the impacts of climate change and other environmental drivers

across three contrasting deltas in Africa (Volta) and Asia (Ganges-Brahmaputra delta in

Bangladesh/India and the Mahanadi in India). Processes of migration will be analysed using

survey, participatory research and economic methods. Potential migration of men and women

will be contrasted with other adaptation approaches using a stakeholder-driven and coproduced

integrated assessment approach. The main aims of DECCMA are:

i. To evaluate the effectiveness of adaptation options in deltas.

ii. To assess migration as an adaptation in deltaic environments under a changing climate.

iii. To deliver policy support to create the conditions for sustainable gender-sensitive

adaptation.

2. BACKGROUND

As part of its efforts to engage stakeholders in research, DECCMA Ghana, led by the Regional

Institute for Population Studies at the University of Ghana, has held district-level stakeholder

workshops with the districts in the Volta Delta since May, 2015. There have been two rounds of

district-level stakeholder engagements with groups of districts or individual districts in locations

within the Volta Delta area. These meetings formed the first round of stakeholder meetings. The
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DECCMA Project, to further stakeholder engagement in the year 2016, has held the national-

level stakeholder meeting.

The purpose of the stakeholder engagement was to assess national legal instruments and policies

for governance relating to issues of interest to the work tasks of the DECCMA Project. The

workshop was held at the Kofi Annan Centre for IT and Excellence in Accra on 20th October,

2016 to engage national level stakeholders. The one-day workshop brought together a total of

thrity-four (34) invited stakeholders including representatives from ministries and government

agencies, media, academia and non-governmental organisations (Appendix 2).

Participants were selected and invited to the program based on their knowledge and or practice in

either one of the thematic areas to be considered at the meeting. We therefore had participants

coming in from parliament, academia, civil society organizations, government ministries and

agencies, private sector, INGOs, NGOs and the legal sector. We had a total of 34 participants at

the meeting, out of which 24 were males and 10 were females.
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3.0 ACTIVITIES

3.1 Welcome & Introductory Note

The workshop began with a drama skit by the School of Performing Arts of the University of

Ghana. The skit highlighted the purpose of the meeting, the key objectives and expected

outcomes of the DECCMA Project was a shift from the usual way of opening programmes. It

involved a chat walk by actors which intrigued the participants as they could only tell whether it

was an actual chat between fellow participants or an act at the anti-climax of the performance.

The skit was followed by an address by Prof. Samuel Codjoe, the Principal Investigator and

leader of the DECCMA Ghana team who welcomed the participants and formally introduced the

DECCMA Project to them. He further outlined the purpose and expected outcomes of the

workshop and officially opened the workshop. He encouraged all stakeholders to bring their

expertise to bare for a successful engagement with the DECCMA Project. He invited a message

from the International Organisation for Migration (IOM), a body he considers worthy

collaborators in implementing recommendations from the research in the future.

The Chief of Missions and Country Director of the IOM, Sylvia Gomez, expressed their delight

at the efforts of the DECCMA Project. In her speech, she acknowledged the importance of

migration to human society today in the wake of economic recessions, war and climate change.

She expressed optimism about the usefulness of the research outcomes of the DECCMA Project

and partnership for policy and IOM initiatives. She advised all present to make significant

contributions to the program to ensure a fruitful event.

3.2 Survey on Barriers to Implementation

Dr Cynthia Addoquaye-Tagoe guided participants to complete the questionnaire on the barriers

to implementation. They were given information on what is expected in filling out the

evaluations, the criteria, what they mean and the need to include additional criteria if need be.

Individual participants were provided with additional support/responses as they completed the

questionnaires.
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3.3 Governance Group Discussions

Participants broke out into sectoral groupings to discuss policies and laws related to climate

change vulnerability and adaptation. There were four groups in total.

Group 1. Natural Resources Management and Ecosystem Protection:
The discussions were based on subthemes including General Laws and Policies; Ecosystems

Approach; Land use, tenure and agreement and water resources. The group identified specific

institutions tasked to ensure natural resource management and ecosystem protections and the

legislations available. They noted that where explicit legislations did not exist there were

strategies to protect biodiversity. The group identified some challenges in the current system and

suggestions were made regarding how to improve specific sub-categories under natural resources

and ecosystem management.

Group 2. Disaster Management
The group also agreed to the existence of the national disaster management Act of 1996(517).

The group agreed to the existence of a national law guarantee to internally displaced persons to

enjoy in full equality.

They recommended that the nation ratifies the Kampala Convention to help enforce provisions of

humanitarian assistance and protection to internally displaced persons. Another key

recommendation was for an amendment to the laws binding some government organisations like

NADMO, hydrological services, meteorological department for timely dissemination of

information to create awareness and curb magnitudes of disasters.

Group 3. Climate Change Adaptation
The group was tasked with validating the governance analysis data that bordered on climate

change adaptation. They were also to validate/indicate if a law or policy relevant to each topic

area has been identified at the national and international levels. Under the directly relevant laws

the group only disagreed with the statement on agriculture laws.

Agreeing with almost every provision, they added that there is a policy for human rights, civic

code, flood management and fisheries as well as laws on right to information and right to work.
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They however noted the absence of explicit policies and laws in the sports and tourism sectors

and an absence of cultural and historical heritage policies or laws to support adaptation to

climate change though they acknowledge certain initiatives do.

Group 4. Migration, Resetttlement and Human Rights

This group deliberated on the relevance of available policies and laws to regulate migration and

resettlement in Ghana.

Details of the various group discussions and outcomes are available in Appendices 3-6 below.

3.4 Drone video (UAV technology):

Mr Jayson Philip-Quashigah gave a general overview of the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)

technology and how the DECCMA Project, as part of its DECCMA activities, is using the UAV

to monitor the trends and extent of erosion in Fuverme, a coastal community in the Keta

Municipality. He made a presentation and displayed a footage detailing the damages caused by

inundation and erosion and the implications for continued settlement and adaptation in the area.

Discussions on the video

o Generally, participants found the drone technology very innovative and useful for disaster

monitoring and management.

3.5 Successful Adaptation Survey

A second questionnaire was required to be completed by participants. Dr Adelina Mensah led the

discussions on the highlights of the evaluation process including the definitions of maladaptation

and other terminologies. She guided participants through a short paper survey to evaluate the

criteria and processes of successful adaptation.

Questionnaire Editing
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To ensure effective and accurate completion, the questionnaires on the barriers to

implementation survey and successful adaptation were edited by Dr Addoquaye-Tagoe. Where

there were errors or incomplete questionnaires she indicated them for participants to effect the

necessary changes with the assistance of some PhD students on the DECCMA Project.

3.6 Conclusion

The meeting came to a successful end at 1.55pm when all survey questionnaires had been

returned by participants and discussions were exhausted.
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Appendix 1: WORKSHOP AGENDA

PROGRAMME

TIME ACTIVITY LEAD(S)
8:30 Arrival and Registration Registration Desk

9:00
Welcome &

Introduction (Skit)

 Introduction to the DECCMA
Project

 Objectives of the workshop
 Expected outcomes

Prof. Samuel N. A.
Codjoe

9:30
Barriers to

Implementation
Survey

 Highlights and responses to
Questionnaire

Dr. Cynthia
Addoquaye Tagoe

10.40 Snack Break

11:00
Governance Group

Discussion

 Break out into sectoral groupings
and discussing policies and laws
in relation to climate change

Facilitators

12:00 Plenary Session  Highlights on cross-cutting legal
and policy issues

Facilitators

1:00 Drone Footage
 Viewing of the drone footage of

Tidal waves at Fuveme
 Discussion

Mr. Philip-Neri
Jayson-Quashigah

1:15
Successful
Adaptation

 Highlights of Evaluation Process
 Short Paper Survey
 Discussions

Dr. Adelina Mensah

1:45 Evaluation  Verbal and Written feedback from
participants

Facilitators

2:00 Closing, Lunch and Departure
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AppendiX 2: PARTICIPANTS’ LIST

NAME/ POSITION INSTITUTION/ ADDRESS EMAIL TELEPHONE AREAS OF EXPERTISE

1. MISS MARY JANE ENCHILL
DEPUTY CEO

HATOF
RIPS,
UNIVERSITY OF GHANA

mjaneenchill@gmail.com or
atenviron@hotmail.com

0246346690 1. CLIMATE CHANGE

2. MR. EDWARD FOSU
OFFICE MANAGER

ADRA GHANA
21 OSU, RINGWAY AVENUE
P.O. BOX GP12, ACCRA

eddiefosu123@gmail.com 0246326115 1. AGRIC. AND FOOD SECURITY

3. SYLVA LOPEZ
IOM
CHIEF OF MISSIONS

sekna@iom.int 0244313625 1. MIGRATION

4. JOY PAONE
MONITORING OFFICER

IOM
NO 10 0SU BADU ROAD,
AIRPORT WEST, ACCRA

jpoane@iom.int 0503324286 1. MIGRATION

5. MR. YAKUBU SEIDU ALI
ZAKARIA

PROGRAM COORDINATOR

CARE INTERNATIONAL
yakubu.zakaria@care.org 0244330957

1. INSTITUTIONAL AND
ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

2. GOVERNANCE AND
SUSTAINABLE DEVT.

3. CIVIL SOCIETY COORDINATION
AND CAPACITY DEVT. OF CSOS

4. ADVOCACY AND COORDINATED
ENGAGEMENT ON POLICY ISSUES

6. MR. FRANCIS DANQUAH
OHEMENG

DIRECTOR

GHANA IRRIGATION
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
P.O. BOX M154, ACCRA

ohemengfd@yahoo.com 0244264459

1. IRRIGATION AGRONOMY
2. ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS

ANALYSIS
3. REMOTE SENSING &GIS

7. MR. GODWIN DJOKOTO
LECTURER AND
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

UNIVERSITY OF GHANA,
SCHOOL OF LAW.
LEGAL ANCHOR, LEGON.

godwindjokoto@yahoo.com 0244741375
1. LAND LAW
2. LAW OF THE SEAS & OCEAN

GOVERNANCE
8. MS. ADWOA NOONOOA

ASSAN
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS
P.O. BOX 38 MINISTRIES, ACCRA.

adwoa.assan@moc.gov.gh 0299009333
1. RESEARCH STATISTICS AND

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
2. PUBLIC RELATIONS

9. MS. CECILIA AGBENYEGA
C.P.O LEGAL

GHANA ENERGY COMMISSION
GHANA AIRWAYS AVENUE, AIRPORT

delcee7@gmail.com 0208147676
1. ENERGY AND ENERGY

REGULATIONS
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RESIDENTIAL AREA, ACCRA.

10. DR. DELALI DOVIE
LECTURER

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY
AND RESOURCE DEVT/ RIPS,
UNIVERSITY OF GHANA.

delalibd@yahoo.co.uk 02422576987 1. CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION

11. MR. DELALI KOFI
NUTSUKPO

DIRECTOR

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
GREATER ACCRA
P.O BOX M119, ACCRA.

nutsukpodelali@gmail.com 0540825209

1. LAND MANAGEMENT
2. ADULT TRAINING
3. FACILITATION
4. EXTENSION

12. MR. MAWUFOR FLEKU
PRINCIPAL RESEARCH OFFICER

OLD PARLIAMENT HOUSE,
ACCRA.

fleks2000@yahoo.com 0243201924
1. DATA ANALYSIS
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3. QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH

13. MR. EDWARD OSEI
BARIMAH

ASS. ENGINEER

HYDROLOGICAL SERVICES
DEPARTMENT.
P.O. BOX MB501-MINISTRIES, ACCRA.

baripharma@yahoo.com 0208857476

1. DRAINAGE DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION
OF RETENTION DAMS

2. FLOOD RELIEF MANAGEMENT
3. COASTAL EROSION PROTECTION

14. MR. ERIC MUALA
MONITORING OFFICER

WATER RESOURCES
COMMISSION,
ACCRA

eric.muala@wrc-gh.org 0234502258

15. MR. FREDERICK AGYARKO
ODURO

HEAD, DEPT. OF URBAN AND
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

INSTITUTE OF LOCAL GOVT.
STUDIES
OGBOJO-MADINA

fredoduro@gmail.com 0241929302
1. URBAN
2. ENVIRONMENT
3. LOCAL GOVERNANCE

16. MS. DAPHNE AKONOR
PRINCIPAL STATE ATTORNEY

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE AND
ATTORNEY GENERAL’S DEPT.
P.O. BOX MB 60, MINISTRIES, ACCRA

daphakonor@gmail.com 0243281892 1. LAW

17. MRS. CHARLOTTE NORMAN
DIRECTOR

NATIONAL DISASTER
MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION,
HQ, ACCRA.

charlottenorman72@yahoo.com 0209875188

1. CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
AND MITIGATION

2. DROUGHT
3. DISASTER MANAGEMENT
4. RESILIENCE BUILDING
5. CAPACITY BUILDING

18. MR. YAW KWAKYE
HEAD, CLIMATE CHANGE UNIT

FORESTRY COMMISSION, KISSEMAN
JUNCTION,
GIMPA ROAD, ACCRA

beemayaw@gmail.com 0244769874

1. CLIMATE CHANGE AND
FORESTS

2. LULUCF
3. BIODIVERSITY
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19. DR. MRS. LILIAN AYETE-
NYAMPONG

DIRECTOR, PUBLIC EDUCATION

CHRAJ HQ. OLD PARLIAMENT
HOUSE, ACCRA

layete14@yahoo.com 0244079873

1. DEVELOPMENT SOCIOLOGY
2. ETHNOGRAPHY
3. CHILD DETAINEES
4. ACTOR PERSPECTIVES
5. HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICE

20. KINGSLEY KWEKU AMOAKO
HEAD OF ENVIRONMENT AND
CLIMATE CHANGE UNIT

MOFA-DCS kingkwaw@yahoo.com 0244599596
1. CLIMATE CHANGE
2. SLM
3. POLICY

21. DR. DANIEL KWABENA
TWEREFOU

SENIOR LECTURER
UNIVERSITY OF GHANA twerefou@yahoo.co.uk 0244603076

1. ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS
2. NATURAL RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT
3. CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION

22. MR. SAMUEL ADDEI
PRINCIPAL ASST. CLERK OF
PARLIAMENT

PARLIAMENT HOUSE, ACCRA samaddei@yahoo.com 0244238127

23. MR. EUGENE NYANSAFO
ASST. TOWN AND COUNTRY
PLANNING OFFICER

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
DEPT.
MINISTRIES, ACCRA.

nyansafo2007@gmail.com 0203568526
1. GIS
2. LAND USE PLANNING

24. MR. ABDULAYE HAMIDOU
ASSAR-RIU

COORDINATOR
OXFAM ahamidou@oxfam.org.uk 0265337251

1. INFLUENCING
2. FOOD SECURITY
3. SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
4. CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION

25. MR. SAMUEL DOTSE
CEO

HATOF FOUNDATION
CLIMATE CHANGE RESOURCE
CENTRE,
RIPS,

UNIVERSITY OF GHANA

samuel.dotse@hotmail.com 0207760517
1. CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION
2. MEA
3. SLM

26. DR. ABRAHAM IBN ZAKARIA
RESEARCH OFFICER

PARLIAMENT HOUSE
ACCRA

ibnzack2002@yahoo.com 0244223698

1. LAND TENURE
2. CLIMATE
3. POVERTY AND LIVELIHOODS
4. POLITICAL ECONOMY

27. MR. YAW BEDIAKO OSAFO
PARTNER AND BARISTER

REHOBOTH CHAMBERS
P.O. BOX 1342,
KANDA-ACCRA.
HSE NO. B575/10 DANTU ST,
AWUDOME

yaw.osafo@gmail.com or
y.osafo@rehobothchambers.com

0204313188

1. LAW
2. INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE

CHANGE POLICY
3. REDD+
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28. DR. DELALI MARGARET
BADASU

SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW
RIPS, UNIVERSITY OF GHANA. delalibadasu@yahoo.com 0269782129

1. MIGRATION AND DEVELOPMENT
2. FAMILIES AND MIGRATION
3. MIGRATION POLICY

29. MR. JONATHAN KWESI
AZASOO

NDPC
P.O. BOX CT 633,
CANTONMENTS, ACCRA

jkazasoo@yahoo.com
0244763067/
0264763067

1. POLICY FORMULATION,
IMPLEMENTATION, M&E

2. DEVT. PLANNING

30. MR. MICHEAL NANA OSEI
PROJECT ASSISTANT

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE
FEDERATION
P. O. BOX CT 1671,
CANTONMENTS, ACCRA

mosei@pef.org.gh 0244029162 1. PRIVATE SECTOR ADVOCACY

31. MR. ANTWI-BOASIAKO
AMOAH

PRINCIPAL PROGRAMME OFFICER

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
91 STARLETS STREET,
MINISTRIES, ACCRA

aantwib@gmail.com 0243987871

1. CLIMATE RISK ASSESSMENT
2. CLIMATE VULNERABILITY

ASSESSMENT
3. ADAPTATION STRATEGIES AND

POLICY

32. MR. EBENEZER KOJO OCRAN
HEAD, SERVICES STATISTICS

GHANA STATISTICAL SERVICE
P.O. BOX 1098,
ACCRA

ebenezerocran@yahoo.co.uk 0243053105
1. TOURISM STATISTICS
2. CULTURE STATISTICS

33. MR. ABDALLAH IBRAHIM
GARIBA

ASST. CLERK TO PARLIAMENT
(COMMITTEE ON LANDS AND
FORESTRY)

PARLIAMENT HOUSE
ACCRA

cobra8411@yahoo.com 0244891953
1. CLIMATE CHANGE
2. NATURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT

34. MS COMFORT ANDOH
ASSISTANT PROGRAMMS OFFICER

MINISTRY OF GENDER,
CHILDDREN AND SOCIAL
PROTECTION
P. O. BOX MB 180,
MINISTRIES, ACCRA

candoh2001@yhoo.com 0244439263
1. GENDER
2. RESEARCH, MONITORING AND

EVALUATION

35. MR. RICHARD OTI OPPONG
PRODUCER (CONTENT)

GLOBAL ARTS AND
DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
P.O. BOX AN10713,
ACCRA NORTH.

richardOti2020@gmail.com
0271665737
0209021991

1. MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTION
2. THEATRE FOR DEVELOPMENT

36. MR. SENANU AMENU UNIVERSITY OF GHANA amenyo12@gmail.com 0274053681 1. THEATRE FOR DEVT.
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37. MS HELEN MAWUNYO
DIABA

STUDENT

UNIVERSITY OF GHANA
SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS

hellendiaba@gmail.com 0275932307

38. MR. EWURA ADAMS KARIM
STUDENT

UNIVERSITY OF GHANA
SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS

eakarim@st.ug.edu.gh 0200257502

39. MR. GAMEL APALAYINE
STUDENT

UNIVERSITY OF GHANA
SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS

apalayiregamel@yahoo.com 0504229891

1. ACTING
2. WRITING
3. SINGING
4. DANCING

40. MR. MALISE OTTO
MANAGING EDITOR

GHANA DAILY NEWS

41. MRS. GERTRUDE
FRRIMPONGMAA OWUSU

PROJECT COORDINATOR

REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF
POPULATION STUDIES
P. O. BOX LG 96, LEGON
UNIVERSITY OF GHANA

geowusu@ug.edu.gh 0546566979
1. GENDER ANALYSIS
2. FACILITATION

42. MR. MICHEAL AGYEMAN
KWABENA WIREDU

IT TECH

REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF
POPULATION STUDIES
P. O. BOX LG 96, LEGON
UNIVERSITY OF GHANA

mwiredu@ug.edu.gh 0244893386

43. MR. D YAW ATIGLO
PHD STUDENT

REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF
POPULATION STUDIES
P. O. BOX LG 96, LEGON
UNIVERSITY OF GHANA

dyatiglo@ris-ug.edu.gh 024313883
1. GENDER
2. MIGRATION
3. ENVIRONMENTAL VULNERABILITY

44. MR. PROSPER YAW ADIKU
TECHNICAL OFFICER PRUNE

INSTITUTE FOR
ENVIRONMENT AND SANITATION
STUDIES

prosperyaw@gmail.com 0547115773

1. CLIMATE CHANGE/
ENVIRONMENTAL

2. REPORTING AND DOCUMENTING
3. COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT

45. MS. JENNIFER AYAMGA
PHD STUDENT

INSTITUTE FOR
ENVIRONMENT AND SANITATION
STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF GHANA

jennega@yahoo.vom 0244612563
1. NATURAL RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT
2. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

46. MR. SAMUEL KONNEY
AMPONSAH

RESEARCH ASSISTANT
UNIVERSITY OF GHANA samuelamponsah09@gmail.com 0556184236

1. FISHERIES STOCK ASSESSMENT
MANAGEMENT
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47. MR. PHILIP-NERI JAYSON-
QUASHIGAH

PHD STUDENT
UNIVERSITY OF GHANA pnjquashigah@gmail.com 0204448125

1. PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY
2. COASTAL PROCESSES

48. MR. KIRK EKEM ANDERSON
PHD STUDENT

REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF
POPULATION STUDIES
P. O. BOX LG 96, LEGON
UNIVERSITY OF GHANA

kandersongh@gmail.com 0244205383

49. MR. WINFRED ABDULAI
NELSON

DEPUTY DIRECTOR

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING COMMISSION
P.O. BOX C633
CANTONMENTS, ACCRA

winfred.nelson@ndpc.gov.gh 0244482407
1. POLICY AND PLANNING
2. CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
3. FACILITATION

50. DR. CYNTHIA ADDOQUAYE
TAGOE

INSTITUTE OF STATISTICAL,  SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF GHANA

51. PROF. SAMUEL N. A. CODJOE

REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF
POPULATION STUDIES
P. O. BOX LG 96, LEGON
UNIVERSITY OF GHANA

52. MS. RUTH MAKU QUAYE

REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF
POPULATION STUDIES
P. O. BOX LG 96, LEGON
UNIVERSITY OF GHANA
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Appendix 3. NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND
ECOSYSTEM PROTECTION

General Laws and Policies

a) Agree

Uncertain relevant

 An act to establish institution

 Other institutions as well as the ministries are already undertaking capacity building

National laws exist to establish institutions for capacity building e.g. EPA training school

b) Agree

c) It was agreed to categorize protected areas to aid the discussion on the responses given.

Categorization includes;

 Resources Reserves

 Strict nature reserves e.g. Bia

 National Parks

d) Group agreed that CITIS convention should be added to the list

Ecosystem approach

e) Group agreed and suggested the following to be added to the direct relevant

 Fisheries Act/ Fisheries amendment Acts / Fisheries regulation

 Plant protection Acts

 Convention of Biological Diversity (CBD) (advised to confirm whether CBD have

been passed to law in the country)

 Plant Breeder Bill

NB: We do not have a policy on biodiversity yet but we have strategies in place to protect

biological diversity

Indirect

Group noted that the following were not included in the indirect responses and advised for them

to be added.

 Fisheries Act was left out and should be added to the list
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 The traditional system is missing

 CREMA has not been captured

f) Agree

Land use, tenure and management

g) Agree, however at the comment, the following were recommended

 Add Forest Act

 Add Fisheries Act

 Add Wildlife

h) Agreed and recommended the following;

 Stool lands

 Family lands

 Corporate lands

 Individual lands

 State lands

 Vested lands

The above are backed by the constitution, State Land Act, Land Title and Registration Act

i) Group raised concerns as to how many of these policies were subjected to SEAs

 EIA and SEA are embedded

 There was a concern to review the question and the response given. (The

questions and response do not match thus EIA and SEA). SEA mostly applies to

the district plan hence question needs to be clarified.

 Correct the comment section, group disagree. (Social impact is there and not

“must be there”)

 Group recommended that LI 16/30 needs to be captured at the comment section.

j) The group disagrees with the response

Direct relevant

 We have a legislation but we do not have a code for quality. The code is in a draft

stage
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 The country allows for the importation of many things into its territories.

However,  the country’s the laws lack codes for specification

k) The group disagree with the response

 We have a law in place, ‘land use and Spatial planning Act 925 passed in 2016.

l) Group agrees with the response

NB: There are overlaps that makes it difficult for implementation. The following were

recommendations.

 The overlaps need to be streamlined

 There should be coordination between the institutions to address the issue of

overlap

m) General laws. Group referred document to LAP (Land Administration Project).

n) Group raised concerns about the issues regarding gender and made the following

suggestions;

 The law does not discriminate against women but it is the social structure which

prevents women’s participation.

 The document should adopt gender rather than women

Water resources management

o) Agree

p) Agree

q) Agree

r) Group disagreed and made the following recommendations

 Current policies take into consideration international agreement

 Refer to the Dublin agreement

 Policy and Legislation are used interchangeably making it difficult to interpret the

questions.

 Policies are drawn from international agreement, protocols and conventions.

s) Agree

t) Group agreed and raised concerns such as Water resource management is under the

Ministry of Works and Housing and hence treated as a commodity.
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u) Group agree

Water Charter

v) Document referred to African Water/ Human Rights Charter

w) Group disagree

 Document referred to FAO Aquasats Database

 Cadaster  “NO”

x) Agree

Natural Resources Management and Ecosystem Protection Group Members

No. Name Organization Contact
1 Ruth Maku Quaye RIPS O277396119 /

ruthquay@gmail.com
2 Daniel K. Twerefou University of Ghana 0244603076 /

twerefoe@yahoo.co.uk
3 Francis D. Ohemeng GIDA 0244264459 /

ohemengfd@yahoo.com
4 Edward N. Fosu ADRA Ghana 0246326115 /

eddiefosu123@gmail.com
5 Godwin Djokoto UG, School of Law 0244741375 /

godwindjokoto@yahoo.com
6 Samuel Dotse HATOF 0207360517 /

Samuel.dotse@hotmail.com
7 Ibrahim Gamba Parliament 0244391953 /

cobra8411@yahoo.com
8 Eugene Nyansafo Town and Country

planning Dept.
0203568526 /
nyansafo2007@gmail.com

9 Edmond Osei Barimah Hydrological services
Dept.

0208857476

10 Eric Muala Water Resources
Commission

0234502258

11. Abraham Ibn Zackarra Parliament 0244223698
12 Delali B. Dovie RIPS, University of

Ghana
0242576987

13 Jennifer Ayamga University of Ghana 0244612563 /
jennega@yahoo.com

(GROUP NOTE BY Jennifer)
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APPENDIX 4. DISASTER MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION GROUP

Minutes

 The group agreed to the existence of a national law guarantee to internally displaced persons
to enjoy in full equality under

 The group also agreed to the existence of the national disaster management Act of 1996(517)
but recommended that the nation ratifies the Kampala Convention to help enforce provisions
of humanitarian assistance and protection to internally displaced persons.

 The group also recommends that there should be amendment to the laws binding some
government organisations like NADMO, hydrological services, meteorological department to
disseminate information to help create awareness to curb disaster. This will help the
government to adequately resource these organisations.
o An example was given of the hydrological services who has the mandate to collect and

published hydrological information to the public but this was currently not ongoing
because of broken down gauges and other equipment’s. the lack the resources to keep up
this mandate

o At this point the group has an extensive discussion on whether there is the need for new
laws to clearly binding government to resource such services or make sure existing laws
are enforced. There was also the point that international guidelines may not be sufficient.

 On the point whether there were obligations imposed on appropriate government authorities
to provide food and medical supplies, the chair raised the question whether NADMO was
expected to provide food and medical supplies during times of disaster. The answer was yes
but the challenge is NADMO is under resourced. Hence the emphasis on the need for clear
laws binding on government to resource such organisations (e.g hydrological services)
o The NADMO representative emphasized the need for the current bill before parliament to

be quickly passed to help NADMO mange disasters more efficiently.

Members:

1. Sam Nii Ardey Codjoe RIPS (Chair)
2. Charlotte Norman NADMO
3. Edmond Osei Barimah Hydrological Services Dep’t
4. Philip-Neri Jayson-Quashigah Marine Science, UG
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APPENDIX 5: CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION (CCA) GROUP REPORT

The Climate Change and Adaptation group had some primary responsibilities of;

a. validating the governance analysis data that bordered on climate change adaptation as
indicated in Annex 1.

b. Validating/indicating if a law or policy relevant to each topic area has been identified at
the national and international levels as shown in Annex 2.

The groups responses to the various cells as shown in Annex 1, is as follows;

Directly Relevant

1. Specific legal systems in the context of the National Climate Policy – Yes, we agree with

the response indicated in Annex 1. We however wish to note that there are certain

national instruments (legal) that support climate change adaptation such as the National

bush burning law.

2. Water laws – Yes, we agree with the above statement. No explicit mention of climate

change adaptation. So. In spite of this, there are several climate change adaptation

strategies/policies that can be found within the water sector laws/policies. E.g. –

Policy/law on water abstraction and Integrated land/water policy.

3. Agriculture Laws - No; we disagree with the statement above, because the various (6)

thematic areas of the FASDEP II provide solid entry points for climate change. The

mention of page 30 itself should be seen as interface.

4. Environmental laws - Yes; we agree with the comment above. We think that the National

Environment Policy document could be synergized with the national climate policy.

5. Transport and Shipping Laws & Policy Adaptation - Yes; we agree with the response

above. However, we suggest we do a broader analysis by including the road sector in

Ghana to see what they have for CC adaptation and mitigation.
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6. Forest laws and policies: There are policies within the forest sector that support climate

change. E.g. Ghana Forest and wildlife Policy (Page 2) talks about climate change.

Example, the CREMA concepts in the policy above and the REDDT Programme

7. Local authorities (rural and urban) obliged under law to make provision for climate

change adaptation The group therefore do not agree with No response indicated in the

data sheet in Annex 1. The Revised Medium Term Development Planning Guidelines

supports climate change at the local level. There could however, be a challenge of

implementation.

INDIRECTLY RELEVANT

1. There seem to be no explicit policies and laws within the Sports and Tourism sectors. We

therefore agree with the No Response indicated in the data sheet in Annex 1. However, there are

certain initiatives/interventions that support climate change adaptation and resilience. E.g. is the

eco-tourism initiative.

2. There are no cultural and historical heritage policies or laws that support climate change

adaptation, there are certain initiatives that do.

The climate change and adaptation group in response to the validation for Annex 2, duly completed the

data sheet as per Annex 2 attached.

NOTE:

The group started by selecting Messrs Delali Kofi Nutsukpo and Antwi-Boasiako Amoah as the Chairman

and Secretary respectively after which they discussed amongst themselves what the task giving them is

seeking them to do. To start the discussion, the group sought from Mr. Godwin Djokoto, a legal practitioner

and a law lecturer from the University of Ghana what ‘Legal System’ as has been captured in the

questionnaire responses to which they were to validate meant. Mr Djokoto gave an explanation to mean any

policy or law that had gone through parliament and bound by a legislative instrument. He also added that, it is

the policy that graduates to become a law.

With this explanation in mind, the group then set out to respond to the issues in Annex 1 as follows;

1. The group agreed with the No answer indicated for the question on whether there is a National
Climate Change Policy or law. The group however noted that there are certain laws even though
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not directly stated as a climate change law, they equally support the issues envisaged in the
climate change policy such as the national bush burning laws.

2. Do any national water laws and policies below provide explicit reference to climate adaptation
measures, such as with respect to risk appointment? – The group on the issue agreed with the
answer indicated as a response that climate change adaptation has not been explicitly stated in the
water policy. However, there are other laws like the Abstraction law and the integrated resource
management plan which tackle issues envisaged in climate change adaptation.

3. Do any national agricultural laws provide explicit reference. Climate adaptation measures, such
as high yield, salt or heat tolerant, crop varieties or diversification? The group here disagreed with
the No Response indicated on the questionnaire and argued that, FASDEP II which is still
running has a food security objective makes reference to high yield. According to the group, the
mention in page 30 is not a mere mention but rather using sustaining law management as a driver
to climate change adaptation. They concluded that, all about FASDEP II is for food security, land
and environment management and science.

4. Do any national Environmental/ ecosystem laws and policies provide explicit reference to climate
adaptation measure, for instance with respect to baseline biophysical indicators? The group
agrees with the selection.

5. Transport and shipping laws? The group here again agreed with the No response. The group was
however quick to add that had it been Roads and Highways policy, then there would have been
some laws that would suffice for the question on hand. They therefore suggested the need to do a
policy analysis on the road and highways policy.

Regarding validation for Annex 2 or providing a response where there is none to validate, the group
almost agreed with everything they were provided with in the data sheet. They also added that there is a
policy for human rights, civic code, flood management and fisheries whilst there equally exist laws right
to information (at parliament) and right to work which is the constitution.
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Annex 1

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
No Directly relevant? Indirectly relevant? Uncertain

relevance
Comments

1. Have any specific national laws
and policies related to climate
change adaptation been adopted
within the national legal system?

No

Do any national laws
and policies relating
to sports, tourism and
recreation provide
explicit reference to
climate adaptation
measures?
No

The new National
Climate Change Policy
2014 does recognised
the importance of
adaptation (e.g. 12-13),

2. Do any national water laws and
policies below provide explicit
reference to climate adaptation
measures, such as with respect to
risk apportionment?

Not explicit but on page 31 of
the National Water Policy 2007
there are references to climate
changes

Do any national laws
and policies relating
to cultural and
historical heritage
provide explicit
reference to climate
adaptation measures?

NO

The new National
Climate Change Policy
2014 does recognise
the importance of
adaptation (e.g. 12-13).
though firm
commitments on
adaptation do not
appear in the policy

3. Do any national agriculture laws
and policies provide explicit
reference to climate adaptation
measures, such as high-yield, salt
or heat-tolerant crop varieties, or
diversification of crops?

No. However, the Food and
Agriculture Development
Programme (FASDEP II)
makes brief mention on climate
Change under section 4.5 page
30.

The new National
Climate Change Policy
2014 does recognise
the importance of
adaptation (e.g. 12-13),
though firm
commitments on
adaptation do not
appear in the policy

4. Do any national
environmental/ecosystem laws
and policies provide explicit
reference to climate adaptation
measures, for instance with
respect to baseline biophysical
indicators?

There are mentions of climate
change in the National
Environment Policy but
adaptation not explicit.

5. Do any national transport and
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shipping laws and policies
provide explicit reference to
climate adaptation measures?
No

6. Do any national forest laws and
policies provide explicit
reference to climate adaptation
measures?

The new National
Climate Change Policy
2014 does recognise
the importance of
adaptation (e.g. 12-13),
though firm
commitments on
adaptation do not
appear in the policy

7. Are local authorities (rural and
urban) obliged under law to
make provision for climate
change adaptation with respect to
economic and social
development?
No.

Annex 2

PLEASE INDICATE IF LAW OR POLICY RELEVANT TO EACH TOPIC
AREA HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED AT THE NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL LEVELS.

IF NONE EXISTS, PLEASE SAY SO
Volta

Law Policy
Migration / refugees Yes
Land tenure and property rights Yes Yes
Water (water use rights; pollution and quality
management; groundwater and surface water)

Yes Yes

Environment Yes Yes
Protected areas Yes Yes
Forest Yes Yes
Human rights (universal rights; economic and social
rights)

Yes Constitution Yes

Gender Balance
No, but found in bits and
pieces of laws

Yes

Local development Yes Yes
Constitution Yes

Civil code
No, but civil service code of
conduct Yes

Land code Not sure what is meant here Yes
Flood management Not sure
Resettlement / rehabilitation Yes
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Compulsory purchase / eminent domain Not sure
Climate change No Yes
Courts Not Sure
Rights to information None (Parliament)
Environmental impact assessment Yes
Fisheries Yes Yes
Rights to work / employment

No (Yes) - Constitution

Other relevant areas?

GROUP MEMBERS

No. Name Institution Email Telephone
1. KINGSLEY KWEKU AMOAKOMOFA-DCS kingkwaw@yahoo.com 0244599596
2. MICHEAL NANA OSEI PEF mosei@pef.org.gh 0244029162
3. ANTWI-BOASIAKO AMOAH EPA aantwib@gmail.com 0243987871
4. YAKUBU SEIDU ALI ZAKARIACARE yakubu.zakaria@care.org 0244330957
5. EBENEZER KOJO OCRAN GSS ebenezerocran@yahoo.co.uk 0243053105
6. ABDULAYE HAMIDOU OXFAM ahamidou@oxfam.org.uk 0265337251
7. DELALI KOFI NUTSUKPO DoA (GAR) nutsukpodelali@gmail.com 0540825209
8. KIRK EKEM ANDERSON RIPS-LEGON kandersongh@gmail.com 0244205383


